Where there once was four
Now live five more,
We’re a great ape and live in the trees,
Look at me and you’ll smile with ease

We are big apes who’d love a visit today
Our red fur and long arms gives us away
We live in trees and love fruit and leaves,
Try to stay quiet for our new baby, please

In the wild, our habitat is covered in snow,
But here we love summer when thing grow,
We look white but our fur is actually clear,
Come see us two sisters as we swim here

When we arrive we are as small as a quarter,
We like our water to be a little warmer,
You will find us near the insect zoo,
We promise we won’t hide in our shells when we see you

We like to eat plants, leaves, and greens
We are shy, curious, and calm like a breeze,
Even though our horn can be scary,
Come check us out near the bird aviary

We come from fresh water,
Come look at the spots on our collars
We are hidden in the rainforest
Come listen to the chatter of our chorus